Easy, quick and smooth:
Our service for your repair or
warranty replacement shipment

Our RMA Repair Service:
To ensure you can make your mark
again tomorrow without any problems
Should any of your equipment ever be in need of repair, under
warranty or otherwise, it will be reconditioned at our main plant in
Germany, provided that a repair is viable and the installation of a
new or replacement part is not cheaper. We check all of this within
the scope of our structured RMA* process, which offers you many
advantages while providing our team with a clear view of what
needs to be done so that everything can be handled quickly and
smoothly. Our service hotline staff merely support this process by
accepting requests for repair.

* RMA stands for Return of
Material Authorization and
describes the structured return
of goods requiring repair both
with and without a valid
warranty.

Four simple steps are all it takes for your
problems to disappear. Thanks to RMA.
→ Complete the RMA slip available at www.
fobalaser.com (Service > Downloads), sign
it and send it back to us by fax or e-mail.
Complete one slip per piece of equipment.
→ We check your request and notify you immediately of the most economical solution.
This can be a warranty replacement shipment or an offer for a spare part, a new
part or a repair, in which case you are
given an RMA number.
→ This is the code number for the consignment of the goods. Please write it clearly
visibly on the RMA slip, which you should
then attach to the parcel in which you are
sending the defective part/system to us.
→ We then repair it for you and send it back
in full working order – simply, smoothly
and quickly.

RMA is more than easy, quick and smooth.
Your advantages at a glance:
Thanks to calculable expenditure, precise
fault analysis, immediate solution proposals
and timely execution, the solution to your
problem always works out. This is because we
always calculate the most economical way of
doing things, be it a repair, a warranty replacement shipment or a spare part delivery.
And we always remain in direct contact with
you, thus creating clarity and transparency
for everyone involved.

RMA is personal:
Our service hotline
The first port of call for all questions and problems regarding
your laser system and the RMA
process is our service hotline.
The hotline staff are there to
help you with your request
and provide you with detailed
documentation concerning
the process. You can reach our
hotline staff on
T +49 38823 55-360 or
service@fobalaser.com

Download the RMA form under https://www.fobalaser.com/
fileadmin/content/download/sonstige/rma_formular.pdf
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